This communication examines the effect of heating and cooling on the integrity of a well studied polymer solar cell blend system, that of P3HT:PC 61 BM. Our device architecture also used the hole transport layer PEDOT:PSS below the solar cell layer. We have examined this system when exposed to heating and cooling cycles of the kind that may be experienced during working operation out in the real world. In particular we examined the impact on the surface of this thin polymer film system. Our findings show that under humid conditions the swollen PEDT:PSS layer makes it possible for water droplets to condense on the blend film surface, evaporation of the water leaves behind microscale surface deformations. We also
ABSTRACT
We show that [6, 6] -phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC 61 BM) at the surface of thin film blends of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT):PC 61 BM can be patterned by water. Using a series of heating and cooling steps water droplets condense onto the blend film surface. This is possible due to the liquid like, water swollen layer of PEDOT:PSS. Breath pattern water deformation and subsequent drying on the film surface results in isolated PC 61 BM structures, showing that migration of PC 61 BM takes place. This was confirmed by selective wavelength illumination to spatially map the photoluminescence from the P3HT and PC 61 BM. Within a device redistribution of the surface PC 61 BM into aggregates would be catastrophic, as it would dramatically alter device performance. We also postulate that repeated volume change of the PEDOT:PSS layer by water swelling may be in part responsible for the delamination failure mechanism in thin film solar cells devices.
observe that water evaporation drives deposition of the PC 61 BM to the base of the breath pattern deformation, making it no longer uniformly distributed across the blend film surface removing the nanoscale morphology [1] and contact area needed for high efficiency devices.
Polymer-based electronics have attracted huge interest due to their low processing costs and large area coating potential. They have wide applicability: as light emitting diodes for displays, field effect transistors, organic OPV lighting. Thin film polymer and hybrid OPV solar cells have advanced technologically very rapidly -they are now close to the point of being considered industrially viable on a large scale [2, 3] . This has been made possible by the sheer intensity of the research into numerous material and processing aspects. These include; combinatorial studies of blend ratios, structure evolution upon thermal and also solvent annealing, polymer synthesis design and optimization to maximize light absorption of the solar spectrum [4, 5] . What has not been studied to the same extent is their degradation and stability, ultimately it could be argued that this is what will determine the long term viability and roll out of OPV technology in the wider mass market [6] .
PC 61 BM has proved an important material for polymer electronics and particularly OPVs. Principally PC 61 BM is an excellent electron acceptor that when blended with a suitable conjugated polymer is able to produce free charges with high efficiency. The use of PC 61 BM in bulk heterojunction blend devices removed the problem of interface bound charge transfer states, long associated with polymer-polymer based devices and one of the major limitations in producing high efficiency OPV devices [7] in all polymer systems which currently stand at around 4-5% efficiency [8, 9] .
The P3HT:PC 61 BM thin film sample used in this study has a surface enrichment of fullerene prior to any heating treatment (i.e. as spin cast) determined using neutron reflectivity (see SI 1) [10] [11] . Using the known values for the neutron scattering length densities it is possible to deduce that this thin 10 nm surface layer is ~ 50 % fullerene by volume. Figure 1a shows an optical microscope image of the surface of a PC 61 BM P3HT blend film that has been subjected to a number of heating and cooling cycles up to 65 °C and down to -20 °C and finally up to 180 °C for 60 min. What is clear is that these film surfaces look on first sight very different to the long time thermally annealed films seen frequently in the literature. Where long time annealing at temperatures above ~150 °C gives rise to large PC 61 BM crystallites on the film surface [12, 13] . The appearance of the circular features is somewhat surprising given the fact that the surface of the blend films is a spin coated film and nominally very smooth ~ 1 nm surface roughness [14] . We attribute these strong surface features to breath pattern structuring of the thin film surface. Breath pattern figures are formed when water droplets condense onto a surface, by regulating the flow rate of humid air the pattern size and degree of ordering can be controlled [15] and this has been extensively studied for solvent molten polymer layers. The water droplets have sufficient mass to cause depressions on the film surface, the structure of these features remain after the droplets evaporate. The initial study first reporting them used solvent cast films; some solvent was present when the surface droplets formed, i.e. they were in a molten state. Breath patterns are essentially out of plane deformations due to the stress of the water droplets on the film surface. Subsequent work has seen similar structures in water exposed pure polymer films [16] . Figure 1a shows an optical micrograph and 1b shows a higher resolution scanning probe microscopy image of a smaller region of the OPV blend film surface, where the breath pattern features can clearly be observed, the crater or depression has a lower height than the surrounding film, the breath pattern feature also has a spherical crater rim. The line section in Fig. 1c shows the profile of the crater. Interestingly there is a nanoscale aggregate located within each crater, this is observed in all the spherical craters. In situ optical microscopy was carried out to confirm that the mechanism responsible for these surface features is breath pattern induced stress deformation of the film. Figure 2 shows a series of optical images for a thin PC 61 BM:P3HT blend film on PEDOT:PSS film that received the same thermal treatment of being heated up to 65 °C and then cooled down to -20 °C, figure 2b clearly shows the surface of the film populated with micron scale water droplets caused by condensation from the air. As the temperature is raised in Fig 2c the droplets evaporate and a remnant cratered depression feature is left on the surface of the thin film. Subsequent heating to 180 °C shows that these surface features remain. To further understand the composition of the central aggregate structures that remain in the water induced deformation craters, we have performed photoluminescence (PL) mapping of the sample surface. By probing the OPV blend thin film using light with wavelengths of 405 nm for the PC 61 BM [17] and 473 nm for the P3HT [18] we are able to differentiate between the two blend components and so spatially map the distribution of PC 61 BM and P3HT at the film surface. This technique shows that PC 61 BM is located at the outer droplet rim and also the aggregate located within the perimeter of the droplet is predominantly made of PC 61 BM. Cleary there must be some mechanism, which can readily deform the surface structure and redistribute the PC 61 BM on the surface. The key to understanding the mechanism behind these nanoscale surface features is that on cooling the sample water droplets condense on the film surface, whilst the underlying PEDOT:PSS layer is swollen with water and therefore deformable. As a result, when the water droplet imparts a deformation stress on the film, its surface is restructured. To understand this further we performed a further experiment to unambiguously quantify the water content in spin coated PEDOT:PSS thin films. The material PEDOT:PSS is widely used as a hole transport layer between the electrode (commonly Indium Tin Oxide, ITO) and the active layer. The NR data shown in Fig. 4 . Using the SLD value for the annealed dry film we can calculate that the ambient film has ~ 19% by volume of water, and so agrees with the change in thickness between the ambient and thermally annealed thin film.
For the case of the P3HT:PC 61 BM PEDOT:PSS bilayer system, upon increasing the temperature, the water droplets on the active layer surface slowly evaporate and their volume reduces accordingly, whilst maintaining a circular shape. There are two drying pattern structures that clearly be seen clearly in the SFM image (Fig 1 b) . These are coffee ring structures at the perimeter of the droplet and a more central aggregate structure. Over time the water evaporates and the concentration of the nano-particulate suspension of PC 61 BM increases to become substantially more concentrated. At the end of the evaporation process, the droplet shape and concentration reach a point of instability. At this point the water drop finally becomes unstable and the PC 61 BM molecules are deposited in a small restricted area to form the PC 61 BM aggregate deposit seen within each depression [19] . The competition between pinning at the initial droplet contact line (Fig. 3c) and the inward flux of water is responsible for driving the PC 61 BM within the perimeter of the water droplet deformation ( fig. 3d ) [20] . This inward water flux is possibly due to a Marangoni recirculation loop depositing the PC 61 BM in a central aggregate structure [21] .
It is also assumed that in a similar manner during the formation and growth of the condensed water droplets on the surface the PC 61 BM is driven outwards towards the edge and subsequently deposited at the rim of the crater like depressions. Wrinkling of the OPV blend on PEDOT:PSS films at the edge of each droplet can be seen in the graphical figure 4 b. The presence of these wrinkles in the films further evidences the mechanisms proposed, and they can be used to probe the viscoelastic properties of ultrathin films. They are attributed to the deformation stress caused by the formation of the condensed water droplets on top of the film acting on the P3HT:PC 61 BM film, which is able to partially deform into the molten water swollen PEDOT:PSS layer below. These out of plane instabilities have been observed previously for poly(styrene) thin films floated on a water substrate surface with water droplets on the top surface. [22] . If water is taken into the PEDOT:PSS layer from the edges as has been shown [23] it will swell and likely cause similar out of plane deformations in the other layers (OPV layer and the metal cathode layer). This may be the origin of the bubble like surface features often seen in thin film polymer electronics where PEDOT:PSS is used as a hole transport layer [24] [25] . Conventional OPV device processing is to heat treat the PEDOT:PSS prior to deposition of any subsequent layers and so any ambient moisture will be initially absent but an uptake of moisture during device operation will cause a swelling of at least 20 % for this layer. This will likely give rise to out of plane deformations.
In conclusion we have observed some behavior not seen before in thin film PC 61 BM OPV blend films, in that they can be patterned by water. As such, water ingress to thin films can move PC 61 BM and cause aggregation structures that in a device would remove a large majority of the contact area, causing a huge reduction in device performance. The deformation features seen on the surface are due to the liquid like PEDOT:PSS layer that is water swollen; repeated swelling deswelling cycles of this layer are liable to cause buckling and stress between the active layer and the metal cathode interface, again reducing the effectiveness of any OPV device. The incorporation of PEDOT:PSS and PC 61 BM as hole and electron transport layers in devices such as hybrid OPV and Perovskite based devices is also routine, so our results have important implications for the field of multilayer functional materials that use these materials as layers in any device or any water soluble hole transport layer [26] .
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EXPERIMENTAL

Sample preparation
Sample Characterization
Thin films were characterized using a J. A. Woolam M2000V spectroscopic ellipsometer (370 nm-1000 nm) with the data fitted using a Cauchy model. Although only data in the wavelength range 700 nm -1000 nm (nonoptically absorbing region) was used to determine the film thickness. Films were also characterized using a scanning force microscope (Veeco Dimension 3100) operating in tapping mode. The scanning force microscopy (SFM) tips were standard Olympus tapping tips with a resonance around ~ 280 kHz. The SFM images were analysed using the freely available analysis program ImageSXM to calculate the root mean square roughness. Neutron reflectivity (NR) measurements were performed on the SURF and OFFSPEC reflectometers at the ISIS spallation neutron source (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK).
The SURF reflectometer has a range of neutron wavelengths (0.5 Å 6.55 Å) and uses a time-offlight detection system. Three incident angles were used to obtain the sample reflectivity as a function of the momentum transfer perpendicular to the sample plane, q z . The NR data was analyzed using previously developed routines [14, 27] . Where a stack of thin recursive layers is used in the model in which each layer is characterized by a thickness, roughness and scattering length density (after the scheme of Névot and Croce) [28] . Experimental data were then fitted using a least-squares fit in which a series of starting values were trialed in order to find a global minimum. From the final fit values of the scattering length density we could calculate the relative volume fractions of polymer (blend) and water in each layer. These water-condensed samples are expected to scatter off specularly due to the presence of the water condensed surface features (see Fig. 1 ), however the length scales are too large (10 µm 20 µm) for us to study. Details of the OFFSPEC instruments can be found in the following publications [29, 30] .
Heating protocol for chamber NR measurements
The PEDOT:PSS thin film sample on a silicon wafer was placed inside the sample chamber and aligned with respect to the neutron beam. It was first of all measured in air. Subsequently the chamber was evacuated followed by a number of purge cycles with dry Nitrogen gas. The sample was then thermally annealed at 180 °C for 60 minutes with a flow of Nitrogen gas. The chamber was cooled to room temperature and the reflectivity was measured again.
Photoluminescence measurements
A bespoke epifluorescence optical system was used to measure the Photoluminescence (PL). Separate LED light sources were used with wavelengths of 405 nm light for PC 61 BM [17] and 473 nm for the P3HT [18] . The microscope system uses an objective with 63 times magnification and 1.4 numerical aperture (Zeiss). Band pass filters were used to separate P3HT emission from that of PC 61 BM. Images were collected using a cooled Princeton EMCCD. Figure 1 . Neutron reflectivity for the sample studied in detail in these measurements prior to any thermal treatment (pristine), after the temperature jump to 140 ºC followed by a temperature quench and finally prolonged heating at 180 ºC for 90 minutes. The scattering length density of PC 61 BM is much larger than that of P3HT and therefore shows a surface enriched in PC 61 BM, when compared to the bulk of the blend film. The three fitted reflectivity datasets and the profiles based on the chi squared per point fitting approach to modeling the data can be seen in the bottom right hand panel The figure SI 2 shows that spatially the I-V characteristics of the film have been altered due to the water droplet deformation and restructuring.
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